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In this paper, the software development and test applications of a component-based 
generic farm system simulator is presented. The Farm System Simulator (FSSIM) developed 
within the EU FP6 SEAMLESS project (www.seamless-ip.org) is an integrated modelling system 
developed to assess the economic and ecological impacts of agricultural and environmental 
policies and technological innovations. Based on the semantic link of biophysical and micro-
economic models, FSSIM seeks to describe the behaviour of the farmer at the farm level given 
specific biophysical, socio-economic and policy constraints, in order to analyze in an integrated 
manner the behaviour of the whole farming system. FSSIM is a modular system which involves 
a mathematical programming model (FSSIM-MP), and an agricultural management module 
(FSSIM-AM) that has several model components to generate the technical coefficients needed by 
FSSIM-MP. The respective model component of FSSIM-MP and those of FSSIM-AM are 
developed in different modelling environments by using C#, Java and GAMS, while data is 
stored in relational databases. Model assumptions, interfaces and causal chains, along with 
available data sources are specified in a declarative fashion, serving as the building blocks of a 
semantic-aware integration framework based on ontology-enabled knowledge base. A set of 
ontologies describing model components and databases for FSSIM has been built. Ontologies set 
up clear definitions for loosely integrating models in an open environment. In this way, model 
components are approached as autonomous agents confronting to open interfaces and strict 
contracts, and are automatically integrated into the FSSIM framework through OpenMI+ pulling 
model linking approach. An application of the FSSIM modules to different farm types within 
Midi-Pyrénées region is given as a case study. 
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1. Introduction 

Integrated Modelling and Assessment (IMA) provides a systematic, inter-disciplinary approach 
to inform coherent and holistic decision-making, by means of flexible integration of cross scale 
and dimension ‘reusable’ model components and datasets, based upon state-of-the-art software 
development strategies, architectures and tools that implement proper computational and 
artificial intelligences. IMA severs as the foundation of various decision support systems in 
different domains, and it plays crucial role in policy impacts assessment where economical, 
social and environmental aspects have to be considered simultaneously.  

The EU FP6 supported SEAMLESS project targets developing an integrated and operational 
framework which integrates approaches from economic, environmental and social sciences to 
enable assessment of the impact of policy and behavioral changes and innovations in agriculture 
and agro-forestry (M. van Ittersum and F. Ewert, 2005). As one of its major components as well 
as a standalone application, the Farm System Simulator (FSSIM) - a bio-economic farm model, 
is under development, in order to assess the economic and ecological impacts of agricultural and 
environmental policies and technological innovations (Deybe, D and G. Flichman 1991, S. 
Janssen and M. van Ittersum 2006). Based on the link of biophysical and micro-economic 
models, FSSIM takes into account both economic and ecological aspects of the agricultural 
activity. FSSIM aims to make the complex relationship between biological processes and 
economic decisions more transparent. It will be applied to a set of farms representing the regions 
and farm types across the EU-25 within SEAMLESS project. This will require a huge number of 
datasets, generic model components, and large amount of domain specific and multi-disciplinary 
knowledge, as well as appropriate scaling methodology, for which, a well designed IMA 
framework can contribute.  

The ‘SEAMFRAME’ IMA framework developed within the SEAMLESS project is implemented 
to facilitate the generic FSSIM model development, model and data integration, workflow 
execution and post-modelling impact assessment.  

 

2. FSSIM model structure  

For the chosen temporal and spatial scale, the agro-management module of FSSIM (FSSIM-AM) 
is developed to generate a set of agricultural activities, defined as a coherent set of production 
enterprises (generated in Production Enterprise Generator (PEG) model), with a specified 
production technique (defined in Production Techniques Generator (PTG) model), for both 
current and alternative activities2, based upon which, the corresponding technical coefficients 
were computed in the Technical Coefficient Generator (TCG) model in association with a 
biophysical simulation model– the Agricultural Production and Externalities Simulator (APES). 
For current activities, a Survey of Current Activities (CA) model is required. The input/output 
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coefficients can be scaled up- and down to the relevant scale and be fed into the economic 
mathematical programming model (FSSIM-MP). FSSIM-MP simulates the actual farmer’ 
behaviour using knowledge of technical and socio-economic constraints, the relationships 
between production factors, the amount of output obtained and the costs of each production 
activity and future market prices. The FSSIM model structure is shown in Fig. 1. As results, the 
FSSIM-MP provides the cropping pattern for the farm, farm production, farmer income, policy 
choices of the farmers and several environmental indicators like nitrate leaching and pesticide 
pressure. To facilitate the development of such a complex model for integrated assessment, a 
suitable integrated modelling framework is required.   

 
Fig. 1. FSSIM model structure 

 

3. FSSIM integrated modelling framework 

3.1. Integrated modelling framework and ontology-enabled knowledge processing 

Model linking and component integration for scientific simulations is a laborious process that 
requires dealing with problems related to model specifications, constraints, and scaling issues. It 
is commonly accepted that modelling frameworks offer a powerful tool for modellers, 
researchers and decision makers, since they allow the management, reuse and integration of 
models from various disciplines and at different spatial and temporal scales. However, the actual 
reusability of models depends on a number of factors such as the accessibility of the source code, 
the compatibility of different binary platforms. Even if a model component interface is clear and 
reusable in software terms, this is not a sufficient condition for reusing a component across 
different Integrated Modelling Frameworks. (Rizzoli A.E. et al, 2005). A remedy to these 
problems involves the specification of rich model semantics, by using domain classes and 
ontologies.  



The term of ‘Ontology’ originates from philosophy. It was given a specific technical meaning in 
computer science rather than what it originally refers to. Thus ‘an ontology’ instead of 
‘ontology’ often used in such cases. An ontology, according to Gruber’s definition later refined 
by Studer, is a formal explicit specification of shared conceptualization. Conceptualization refers 
to an abstract model of some phenomenon in the world by having identified the relevant 
concepts of that phenomenon. Explicit means that the type of concepts used, and the constraints 
on their use are explicitly defined. Formal refers to the fact that the ontology should be machine-
readable. Shared reflects the notion that an ontology captures consensual knowledge, that it is not 
private of some individual, but accepted by a group (Studer R, et al, 1998). Therefore, an 
ontology defines the basics terms and relations comprising the vocabulary of a topic area 
(domain of interest3) as well as the rules for combining terms and relations to define extensions 
to the vocabulary. (Neches R et al, 1991).  

A domain class on the other hand, can be considered as an abstract object-oriented data structure 
for defining a set of a model variables and their attributes. In principal, domain classes are 
defined as objects, but more rich definitions can be express by using ontologies. A model 
interface in terms of inputs, outputs, states and parameters can be defined explicitly in ontology-
enabled knowledge base, which sets up clear definitions for loosely integrating models in an 
open environment, facilitated by the knowledge manger for knowledge processing (such as 
reasoning and consistency checking) and by the domain manager (such as automatic generation 
of code templates for models and domain classes, accessing an instance of a domain class at 
runtime to supply the model component with the appropriate data). This practice uses shared 
domain classes for interchanging data across models, taking full advantage of component-based 
software engineering primitives. In this way, models are approached as autonomous agents that 
could be automatically integrated into a modelling framework.  
 

3.2. Implementing SEAMFRAME for FSSIM development 
SEAMFRAME is the integrated modelling framework developed for SEAMLESS project 
(SEAMLESS-IF) (T. van der Wal et al, 2005). It is a semantic-aware model integration 
framework built upon domain specified knowledge-base. The SEAMFRAME FSSIM design 
architecture is shown in Fig. 2.  

 
Fig. 2. SEAMFRAME for FSSIM 
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Using SEAMFRAME, we aim to seamlessly integrate FSSIM components, namely the 
biophysical models (APES), the agriculture management module (FSSIM-AM), the farm 
economic mathematical programming model (FSSIM-MP), the FSSIM relational database, and 
the scenario editor (SE) that allows users to specify the scale of the problem, the exogenous 
parameters of interest, the scenarios and constraints to be applied to given farmtypes.  

 
Fig. 3. FSSIM ontology 



3.2.1 Ontology enabled FSSIM knowledge base 

The FSSIM Knowledge Base (KB) is a knowledge repository built by using ontologies. The 
FSSIM ontologies describe the data structure of FSSIM components’ inputs/outputs in OWL and 
are constructed by using Protégé – an open source ontology editor and knowledge-base 
framework. In such a way, semantically enriched component interfaces are formulated for the 
FSSIM models developed in different modelling environments and programming languages. The 
complex topological logic structure of these developed FSSIM ontology concepts is graphically 
illustrated in Fig. 3 and a description is provided by Janssen et al. (S. Janssen et al., 2006). 
Though the complex relations between concepts used by inputs/outputs of different FSSIM 
components are well captured and formalized, the SEAMLESS Domain Manager has to be 
developed to manipulate the FSSIM Knowledge Base that holds the FSSIM ontologies.  

 

3.2.2. SeamFrame core 

The SeamFrame Core is constituted by a set of co-operating classes and abstract interfaces 
(domain classes, model classes and tool interfaces), and a set of components (domain manager, 
model manager, tool manager). The SEAMLESS domain manager manipulates the FSSIM 
knowledge base and supports the automatic generation of code templates for models and domain 
classes. It facilitates the application of reasoning (inference) on the structured knowledge, which 
can detect abnormalities or conflicts in model interfaces, and assists the model linking in a 
content enriched way, which is proven valuable for avoiding common problems related to poor 
semantics of model interfaces. 

 
3.2.3. Processing environment 

The Processing Environment is a software application built on top of SEAMFRAME. Its purpose 
is to let the user apply processing tools to models and data in order to perform the operations 
implemented by the tools. The core of the workflow processing environment is the Composition 
Engine, which is a piece of software that orchestrates the ordered execution of the Linkable 
Components. Linkable Components are model components that implement the standard 
interfaces (OpenMI 4  interfaces in our case) to compliant with the processing environment 
specification, so that they could be linked each other. It also has the task of initializing all the 
Linkable Components according to their configurations. The execution of a composed workflow 
in SEAMFRAME follows a modified “Pull” approach of the OpenMI protocol named OpenMI+.  

 

3.2.4. Modelling environment and FSSIM linkable model component – FSSIM Apps 
Different modelling languages and tools are used by different developers within FSSIM 
according to their suitability to the problems that need to be tackled and the personal preferences 
of the modellers: FSSIM-AM in Java, APES in C#, and FSSIM-MP in GAMS. This leads to the 
use of different modelling environments for model development.  
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The developed models however need to be wrapped up as processing environment compliant 
(OpenMI+ compliant in case of FSSM) linkable model components, in order to be linked in to a 
workflow and communicate with other linkable model components. Assisted by the domain 
manager and the FSSIM ontology-enabled knowledge base, a model component wrapper 
provides the following functionalities: 

 It wraps the model by a processing environment compliant interface and defines the 
exchange items (model inputs and outputs).  

 It initializes the model component right after the start of the execution of the workflow. 
 It interprets the semantics of the model interfaces by interacting with the knowledge base 

through the domain manager, in order to:  
• Scale model inputs in order to generate internal model execution controller; and  

for each run of the model dynamically prepare the meta-models that describe 
the model specifications (e.g. modules and equations to be used, sets definitions, 
how selected modules are structured, etc) according to a generic model 
template based on the inputs that the wrapper received  

• Dynamically prepare the model inputs data in an exact format the model needs 
for each run of the model;  

• Retrieve model outputs of each run and scale them to the required level (e.g. 
aggregation) to be persistently store or communicated with other linkable 
model components via domain manager and knowledge base.  

SEAM :GAMS – FSSIM-MP linkable component 

FSSIM-MP is one of the core components of FSSIM. It is developed using the GAMS modelling 
environment. It can run independently from the other model components, and will be integrated 
with FSSIM-AM in FSSIM. In order to use the legacy codes of FSSIM-MP, a generic wrapper 
needs to be developed in order to deliver an OpenMI+ compliant linkable component.  

Seam:GAMS framelet has been developed for this end. It is a set of classes used to deliver a 
wrapper around FSSIM-MP. The class diagram of Seam:GAMS is shown in Fig. 4, based upon 
which, a FSSIM-MP wrapper was developed in Java.  

 
Fig. 4. Seam:GAMS framelet for creating FSSIM-MP linkable model component 

The FSSIM-MP wrapper implements the OpenMI+ interfaces, and is able to properly invoke the 
GAMS computation engine in memory, associated with the properly loaded model objects (e.g. 



based on their Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs)). GAMS itself is a 32 bit console mode 
application. In fact it is not a single program, but a driver program (GAMS.EXE) that executes in 
turn the GAMS language compiler (GAMSCMEX.EXE) or one of the solvers. In order to invoke 
the GAMS computation engine within Java, a shell command class (ProcessBuilder) has to be 
created. The ‘GAMS’ computation is therefore invoked as a system shell command, while the 
name of the GAMS model to be executed and the command line options were assigned through 
an array arguments. 

The FSSIM-MP wrapper parses the data objects (input exchange items) received from the TCG 
and the data-loader components. The former delivers the technical coefficients data and the latter 
delivers data concerning the scenario of an experiment, based on which, the FSSIM-MP wrapper 
prepares the required meta-models and input data of FSSIM-MP in GAMS codes, and inserts 
them properly into the model project. This is enabled by the domain manager and FSSIM 
ontologies, and by using the $include option in GAMS.   

 
 Fig. 5. Generic model template for building FSSIM-MP linkable component 

Often, the wrapper receives the structured data at a scale other than a single farm, e.g. a region 
that has many farms and these farms belong to a number of specific farmtypes. The downscaling 
has been done in the wrapper that will run FSSIM-MP models multiples times for the farmtypes 
involved. Whereas, until this point, the scaling problem is not fully solved yet. This is because 
FSSIM-MP has to be a generic model valid for every type of farming system within geographic 
locations in the EU25, while different farmtypes may have different scenarios and constraints to 
be applied to the FSSIM-MP model. Therefore, besides controlling of the multiple runs of FSS-
MP model, the wrapper also has to automatically generate meta-models in GAMS codes for the 
current farmtype to be simulated at run time. These meta-models describe the specifications on 
which FSSIM-MP modules or equations should be activated and how the FSSIM-MP model 
should be structured for the current farmtype based on the data objects that the wrapper received, 



and according to the logics behind the generic model template illustrated in Fig. 5, assisted by 
the knowledge base and the domain manager. Meanwhile, the input data files to be used for the 
current farmtype simulation will be generated in similar way by the wrapper.   

For a given farmtype, the FSSIM-MP wrapper will generate the following FSSIM-MP meta-
models and input data files at run time, and properly insert them into corresponding model 
project. 

1) The particular information concerning the definition of policies, calibration procedure and 
operations in a specific simulation run (seen as different module of FSSIM-MP model) are 
controlled by the so-called “FSSIM-global.gms” file, which is one of the meta-model that has to 
be dynamically generated at run time, by “include” the proper FSSIM-MP module GAMS labels 
known as their file names.  

2) FSSIM model equations are defined in model base (“Model_base.gms”) of FSSIM-MP, and 
their GAMS labels are registered as instances of corresponding domain classes, such as 
constraint and scenarios. For a specific farmtype, they can be activated or deactivated thought the 
scenario editor by users and the corresponding GAMS meta-models such as 
“Baseyear_model.gms”, “Baseline_model.gms”, and “Policy_model.gms”, are dynamically 
generated by the wrapper at run time.  

3) The input data files of FSSIM-MP are also generated by the wrapper at run time and 
organized into different folders based on their roles in the modelling: Farm_set (sets definition of 
crops, products, rotations, etc); IO_data (yields, labor requirements, etc); Farm_data (data 
concerning total land, irrigation land, wage, etc); Economic_data (crop products prices etc); 
Policy_data (quota, etc) and Calibrat_data (data for model calibration).  

In such a way, a linkable model component of FSSIM-MP is delivered.  

FSSIM-AM linkable components 

A shell command engine invoking approach as used in SEAM:GAMS is also implemented to 
create the OpenMI+ compliant APES linkable component. PEG, PTG and TCG components are 
developed based on FSSIM ontology by using JAVA (Athanasiadis et al., 2007), and OpenMI+ 
compliant interface are built internally.  

Seam: DAT and Data loader component 

Seam:DAT is a utility framelet that can be used for connecting data sources to FSSIM integration 
workflow, and loading content in the knowledge base. It delivers OpenMI+ compliant 
components, called Data Loaders, which is possible to be connected to other Linkable 
Components such as FSSIM-AM, APES and FSSIM-MP.  
For creating a “Data Loader” components with Seam:DAT, the database structure is mapped to 
the developed ontology structure. This is done using the conventions of the D2R library5. Based 
on it, the Data Loader loads the content of the DB in the KB as ontology instances and then 
delivers the Resources (Exchange Items) to the component that called it. 
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4. FSSIM model integration implementation – A case study in Midi-Pyrénées region 

The developed FSSIM model and database components are integrated through the 
SEAMFRAME modelling framework. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of FSSIM is 
illustrated in Fig. 6. This farm system integrated modelling and assessment tool has been test in 
the Midi-Pyrénées region. Parts of the technical coefficients computed by FSSIM-AM are listed 
in Table 1. They are used by FSSIM-MP and the FSSIM indicators of farm income and premium 
are given in Table 2, under different interpreted scenarios – baseyear (2001 situation) and 
baseline (2012 expectation under business as usual conditions). The projected variations of these 
indicators between 2001 and 2012 are shown by the percentage derivate in Table 2. The rate of 
income reduction seems much less than that for the premium cut.   
Table 1. Part of the  FSSIM technical coefficients computed by FSSIM-AM and used in FSSIM-MP 

Crops-Products Price Price Variability Yield Variability 
Soft wheat grain 116.32 2.39 68.4 
Durum wheat 135.3 14.67 88.14 
Barley 93.75 1.81 58.10 
Oats 93.75 1.81 13.40 
Maize 119.66 1.75 21.70 
Rapeseed 203.78 26.94 12.98 
Sunflower 213.27 37.68 51.97 
Soya 196.30 27.28 82.32 
Peas 132.68 22.65 103.29 
Fallow - - - 
Tobacco 4513.7 22.65 35.27 
    

Crops Technique Yields (T/ha) Costs (€/ha) 
  Soil Clay Soil Clay-loam Soil Clay Soil Clay-loam 

Rainfed 5.5 7 362 430 Soft wheat Irrigated - - - - 
Rainfed - 5.5 - 496 Durum wheat Irrigated - - - - 
Rainfed 7 5 492 357 Barley Irrigated - - - - 
Rainfed 6.5 - 517 - Maize Irrigated 9.5 9.5 859 859 
Rainfed - 2.2 - 293 Sunflower Irrigated - - - - 
Rainfed 2 2 297 386 Soya Irrigated 3.3 2.5 512 297 
Rainfed 1.9 2.5 277 416 Rapeseed Irrigated - - - - 
Rainfed 4 4 365 365 Peas Irrigated 4,5 4.5 423 383 

 



Table 2. Selected indicators under different scenarios  
 Income Premium 
 Baseyear 

[2001] 
(Euro) 

Baseline 
[2012] 
(Euro) 

% Deviation 
/ Baseyear 

 

Baseyear 
[2001] 
(Euro) 

Baseline 
[2012] 
(Euro) 

% Deviation 
/ Baseyear 

 
Fametype I 75755 76151 1% 38030 31427 -21% 
Fametype II 76043 78902 4% 32592 27478 -19% 
Fametype III 74468 77947 4% 45329 36953 -23% 

 

 
Fig. 6. FSSIM GUI  (Scenario editor) 

 

5. Conclusions 

A semantically enriched integrated modelling framework developed for SEAMLESS project is 
implemented to create an integrated farming system assessment tool - the generic farm simulator 
FSSIM. The agro-management module of FSSIM (FSSIM-AM) describes and generates current 
and alternative activities and quantifies their input-output coefficients (both yields and 
environmental effects), using agronomic and economic information coming respectively from 
the biophysical model and statistical data bases (costs, labor and machine requirement, etc). 
FSSIM-MP targets, after including generated information from FSSIM-AM, to solve problems 
of maximizing utility under a limited number of explicit constraints representing the production 
opportunity set, resource constraints, and price parameters farmers’ face. 

The ontology-enabled knowledge base was developed to describe the model components and 
databases in FSSIM. The FSSIM ontologies support the automatic generation of code templates 
for models and domain classes (used by agro-management components); and also support model 
linking in a content enriched way, based upon which, the OpenMI+ compliant FSSIM 
components are developed and ready to be linked to build the FSSIM experiment workflows.  



By implementing the developed SEAMFRAME integrated modelling framework, a standalone 
FSSIM software package has been successfully developed. A test application in the Midi-
Pyrénées region shows that the goals of FSSIM software development were successfully 
achieved.  
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